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Tcss Jarjy first gained recognition in the mid-ig^os with her

geometric abstract paintings, and she has continued to draw
inspiration from geometric structures found in architecture,
landscaped gardens, Islamic- art and from natural forms such as
plant cells and fossils. Characteristically, the surfaces of the

strictly orchestrated and the imagery rigorously reduced. The

work is dependent upon restriction, and Jaray adopts simple
but necessary rules based on elementary geometry or number

sequences. Jaray is also an experienced public artist, gaining

recognition in the 19905 for her vast floors and decorative
brick pavciiiciui.

Jaray's large minimalist paintings can be identified within a
universal humanist tradition (see Griselda Pollock, "Painting,
feminism and history". Destabilizing Theory: Contemporary
Feminist Debates, ed. Anne Phillips and Michele Barrett,
Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, and Cambridge:
Polity Press, r<)9z, p.i48). Her formal explorations have been
praised for their consistency, for pursuing a single line of devel-
opment and for never radically departing from their governing
principles (Fortnum 1989, p.io). One of the characteristics of
Jaray's art is that whenever a given problem seems to have been
resolved a new question appears. In this way she produces
bodies of work thar consist of slowly shifting focal points
contained within an ever-changing set of self-imposed bound-

19605 with Op and Systems art, although Jaray herself never

saw her work as being so prescriptive. Because of the spiritual

Mondrian and Kandinsky and more recently with the subtle
and tense variations of paintings by Agnes Martin [q.v.l.

Jaray's early paintings are characterised by rheir symmerri-

Galtery, Sheffield), for example, suggests the grandeur of a
Gothic or Renaissance interior - perhaps a vaulted ceiling or
elaborate church window. This airtight linear structure was
later abandoned in favour of an open consrellarion of forms
suspended in a state of latent tension, as illustrated by
Quadrille (1967; Granada Television, Manchester).

Jaray's paintings entice the viewer to look at delicate, imper-

the smooth surface of life: -'1 would like to echo in my work
certain qualities of life: the understated, the mysterious, the
cvents-below-the-surface, the ungraspable, rhc un-undcrsrand-
able" (London 1973). Her paintings are distillations of the
simplest possible forms of her own experiences, of everyday
things, of living, of relationships and change executed wirh a

cal r raint

Between 1981 and 1983 Jaray made the curve paintings,

appears ro be on the point of breaking and the group about to
disintegrate as the units hover in open space. In Always Now
(1981; Arts Council Collection! a series of pink and beige
rectangular units glides across the lower section of a pale
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and recedes back into rhe picture plane. Light penetrates from
the left and almost drains the form of colour. The weightless-
ness and light together have a dynamically uplifting effect:
"Jaray's work shows an artist whose pursuit of light and move-

its execution" (Alister Warman in London 1988, p.4). Minaret
(1984; Whirworth Art Gallery, Manchester) is the first of a
series that departs from the curve cycle. Here the image, a
complex collection of pale blue lozenge shapes, appears to roll
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responsible for the terrazzo paving at Victoria Station, London
(1985), and the intricate brick floor at the Midland Air Centre,
Birmingham (1987). In 1988 Jaray made a major impression
on the public arts scene with her design and landscaping of
Centenary Square, Birmingham. Her fine art sensibility was
given full rein in the design of the square, in particular in the
wonderful oriental carpet of red and blue brick paving. The
project succeeded in unifying an area enclosed by a disparate
collection of 20th-century buildings. In 1991 Jaray was
commissioned to redesign the pedestrian areas in the city
centre surrounding Wakefield Cathedral. She was given
complete artistic freedom to develop the overall design concept

closely with a team of engineers and architects to develop prac-
tical solutions for her dcsign.The creation of flights of York

it to the pedestrian area, together with new seating, lighting
and street furniture, has given Wakefield a completely new
public space. Currently Jaray is working on the design for the

A reciprocal and fruitful relationship exists between Jaray's
studio paintings and her public commissions, yet a clear
distinction is maintained between them. The paintings had
already shown a development of Jaray's concerns before she
moved into the public sphere while at the same time they deal
with preoccupations far larger than architecture alone. The
paintings are not studies for Jaray's floor designs. The act of
moving through space, however, whether upwards or across,
within the realms of rhe canvas or public sphere, has always

articulate lived experiences,
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cylinder. The painting is influenced by Islamic deco-

form of ornamentation but reveals and unites the structure.
An important characteristic of Jaray's work is her alertness

to the vitality inherent within archetypal rhythms and patterns.
Architecture, a prime source of her imagery, is seen as confirm-
ing enduring sensations within human experience. In later
works, such as Six Red Steps (1987; see illustration) and Red
Pyramid (1987; artist's collection), Jaray acknowledges her
preoccupation with the motif in the titles of the paintings.

space. Since the mid-igSos Jaray has concentrated on major
urban landscape commissions for public locations. With an
individual approach to urban design, which continues to
reflect a commitment to both function and purity of form, this
new move come* ar rhe height of her career and shows a deter-
mination not to -go stale". Her work covers all aspects of
planning a public space from designing the paving right
through to the seating, lighting and planting areas. Jaray is


